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The advent of learning algorithms has revealed many opportunities
for improving Data Systems’ functionality and performance. Ap-
proximate Query Processing (AQP) is one such area where machine
learning (ML) models have been used to improve query execution
efficiency and accuracy, outperforming the traditional sampling-
based approaches. Based on our group’s experience in the ML-
for-DBs area, [3–7, 29, 37–39], we contribute a novel AQP engine,
coined DBEst++, which extends our previous effort (DBEst, [29])
and sets the state of the art in terms of accuracy and query execu-
tion efficiency. The DBEst++ salient design objective is to derive
lightweight ML models for the task, allowing a plethora of ML
models to coexist, covering a very large fraction of the expected
analytical query workload without requiring very large memory
footprints. The DBEst++ salient architectural feature rests on a
novel blending of word embedding models with neural networks
tasked with regression-based predictions for density estimation
and aggregation-attribute values. We present design features and
motivations/rationale behind DBEst++ and discuss how all the ML
models are brought together. We also present how DBEst++ can
deal with challenging scenarios, including how to deal with high-
cardinality categorical attributes and how to ensure high accuracy
under data updates. We provide a detailed experimental evalua-
tion using the TPC-DS and Flights datasets against state of the art
learned and sampling-based AQP engines, showcasing DBEst++’s
gains in terms of accuracy, response-times, and memory space
overheads.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmenting the functionalities of database systems with ML mod-
els is receiving great attention nowadays. Such ML models take
various forms, including classical regression and density estimators
(like XLeratorDB [12] for Microsoft SQL Server, MADLib [20] over
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PostgreSQL), or deep neural networks (like [21, 33], and for tasks
such as deriving learned cost models [23, 40]), workload forecast-
ing [28], database tuning [25, 44, 46], cardinality and selectivity
estimation [18, 21, 45] and learned indexing [26] etc).
Approximate query processing has traditionally relied on sam-
pling approaches. These are largely classified as online [22] (i.e., the
sample is generated after the query arrives) or offline (i.e., samples
are generated in advance, either for popular queries [2] or for all
possible queries for the schema [34]). As very large sample sizes are
typically required to achieve high accuracy - a fact that necessarily
implies poor response times, the community started looking into al-
ternative approaches. More recently, machine learning models were
adapted for processing various aggregate queries instead of using
(samples of) data. The first efforts by our group focused on using
regression-based techniques to predict and/or explain approximate
query answers [4–7, 30, 37, 39]. Learned AQP engines also emerged
that would holistically process aggregate queries, promising to
improve both accuracy and efficiency. The first such effort to our
knowledge was DBEst [29], followed by DeepDB [21], and [43], etc.
Learned AQP engines, like DBEst and DeepDB, adopt a data-driven
perspective. Specifically, uniform samples are firstly generated, and
models are trained based on samples. Subsequently only the models
are used for query processing, For instance, DeepDB trains Rela-
tional Sum Product Networks (RSPNs) over the tables’ columns,
whereas DBEst trains Kernel Density Estimators (KDEs) and Regres-
sion Models (RMs) over column sets. Despite these developments
and the improvements they introduced in terms of accuracy and
efficiency, much more is left to be done, with respect to efficiency
and accuracy and, more importantly, in terms of related memory
overheads.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the rationale, motivations, and overall vision and contri-
butions of DBEst++. Section 3 overviews the DBEst++internals. It
explains its core ML models, how models are trained, and how mod-
els are used for inference. Section 4 demonstrates the performance
of DBEst++for the TPC-DS and the Flights datasets and compares it
against DeepDB and VerdictDB. Section 5 overviews related work,
Section 6 introduces future work and Section 7 concludes.
2 DESIGN CHOICES, RATIONALE AND
MOTIVATIONS
Given the good success thus far, and the large promises of ML for
improving data systems internals, many a researcher are expected
to continue to contributemore andmoreMLmodels for various data
processing tasks.Unfortunately in our view, this is done without much
consideration to the aggregate requirements these models will place
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holistically to the system which, after all, will be called to integrate
all of these intelligent functionalities. Primarily we are concerned
here with space/memory requirements of said ML models – hence,
our emphasis on light models.
Following this rationale, a salient design feature of the proposed
light engine, which goes against the grain in the current school of
thought, is that it avoids the development of universalmodels: These
models aim to be able to answer all queries involving any possible
combination of attributes of a given schema. While the benefits
of these approaches are highly touted, such universal models are
typically very large and coarse-grained. As such, they waste all
of the memory required to store a universal model to support all
possible queries when typically only a very small subset (among
all possible) queries will be executed (i.e., the queries involving
popular combinations of columns).
Viewed from a different angle, as we move away from data
accesses to model accesses, we view the ML models we propose as
the counterpart to indexes (and other access structures) and data
used traditionally for answering a query at hand. Except that the
models should be dramatically smaller so that a large number of
them would already be in memory and, if not, the time cost for
their IO and (de)serialization would be also very small.
In the overall vision, the AQP engine would employ a query-to-
models index, in order to map an incoming query to the model(s)
it needs. Said models, as argued above, would likely be in mem-
ory already or would be fetched and deserialized from nonvolatile
memory very fast.
Complementarily, a key issue is what are the appropriate models
to leverage in order to develop these light AQP engines? Although
this is an open problem, we will present our approach based on
specific ML models, utilizing word embeddings and mixture density
networks (MDNs) which, when appropriately combined, provide
excellent space-accuracy-time performance.
Therefore, our key concern and contribution with this paper is
the development of a learned AQP engine that:
• pushes the lower bounds of required space for its ML models
(offering orders of magnitude space savings), while
• offering top-notch query execution times (especially being
embarrassingly parallelizable, reducing query times at will
with additional investment), and
• offering the highest accuracy (circa 2X better than state of
the art learned approaches for more demanding datasets),
and
• ensures its high accuracy, even in the presence of data up-
dates, and
• can deal effectivelywith high-cardinality categorical attributes,
which introduce challenging space/time vs accuracy dilem-
mas.
Extensive experimentation with real and benchmark datasets will
showcase the gains introduced by DBEst++ and analyze key sensi-
tivities.
3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
3.1 DBEst++ Query Processing Foundations
This paper shares the similar mathematical foundations as DBEst
[29]. As an example, given regression model 𝑦 = 𝑅(𝑥) and density
estimator 𝐷 (𝑥), DBEst++uses the following formula to produce
approximate answers to SUM queries.




where 𝑁 is the scaling factor, and 𝑙𝑏, 𝑢𝑏 are the lower bound and
upper bound of the range selector. The formula for COUNT and AVG
are addressed in DBEst [29]. They are omitted for space reasons.
Unlike DBEst which used KDEs and a Regressor (XGBoost),
DBEst++ employs MDNs for both the density estimation and the
regression tasks. Using these neural networks in DBEst++avoids
the need for having different models (say for different group and
categorical values in the WHERE clause) with a single neural net-
work handling all. Furthermore, MDNs help with updatability and
also improve accuracy, especially when combined with embedding
models.
Due to the simplicity of MDN models, DBEst++could easily be
extended to also support other aggregates more efficiently. Take
VARIANCE queries as an example. As mentioned, the output of MDN
models is a mixture of Gaussians. Specifically, 𝑝 (𝑥) = ∑𝑚𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 ·
N (`𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 ). And VARIANCE is obtained by [13].







































MDN – Density Estimator
Figure 1: DBEst++ System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the system architecture of DBEst++. DBEst++
consists of several components: (i) The Parser parses incoming SQL
queries, and checks whether the query is a SELECT query or a MODEL
CREATION query; (ii) The Model Container maintains in-memory
metadata and the models (i.e., MDNs and embeddings). MDN mod-
els are used to provide accurate predictions for probability densities
of variables (attributes) and for values of dependent variables given
independent variable values (such as those set by relational selec-
tion operators and/or group ids in GROUP BYs); (iii) The Model
Manager selects the appropriate models from the Model Container
to use per query and also selects representative data points from the
Learned ApproximateQuery Processing:





































Figure 2: Structure of Mixture Density Networks
range of variable values specified in selection range predicates with
which to call for MDN predictions. These representative values
are used to (approximately) evaluate the integrals needed for the
approximation (as shown above) and aggregates the predictions
to provide the final approximate query answer; (iv) The Sampler
interfaces with the DB in order to create samples of tables, based
on which ML models will be build; (v) The Model Trainer module
trains embedding and MDN models upon the drawn samples.
Model Creation Query. Suppose the user asks to create a model
to answer SQL queries of the following format:
SELECT g , AF ( y ) FROM t b l
WHERE x BETWEEN low AND high
[AND c i t y =" London " AND . . . ]
GROUP BY g
(where aggregate function AF is typically COUNT, SUM or AVG.) The
Sampler will by default use reservoir sampling to make random
samples for table tbl. Afterwards, the Model Trainer will train one
MDN model for density estimation of the independent variables
(i.e., x given g, 𝑃 (𝑥 |𝑔)) and one MDN model for regression, yielding
essentially 𝑃 (𝑦 |𝑔, 𝑥).
SELECT Query. For a SELECT query, the Integral Module will
select representative points between 𝑙𝑜𝑤 and ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ for 𝑥 , ask the
corresponding MDN models to make predictions for these repre-
sentative points, and aggregate to provide the final approximate
results, as explained later.
3.3 Mixture Density Networks
There are two types of MDN models employed by DBEst++. The
MDN-regressor is used for regression tasks and the MDN-density is
used for density estimation. The structures of the networks are the
same for MDN-regressor and MDN-density. However, the inputs
to the two network types are slightly different.
MDNs are simple and straightforward - one of the main reasons
we selected them. Combining a deep neural network and a mixture
of distributions creates a MDN model. Many modern neural net-
works could be easily extended to support MDNs, including LSTMs,
CovNets, etc. We chose to use MDNs as they are widely applied to
solve real-world problems [16, 17] with high success. For instance,
Apple uses MDNs for speech recognition [41].
Figure 2 shows the structure of typical mixture density networks.
The cost function is the average negative log-likelihood (NLL), and
gradient descent is used to minimize the cost function. Assuming
the input features are x, and labels are 𝑦, NLL takes the format of
argmin
\
𝑙 (Θ) = − 1|D|
∑
(x,𝑦) ∈D
log𝑝 (𝑦 |x) (3)
As said, the input features and labels are different for the regres-
sion and density estimation tasks. Consider a simple query of the
following format
SELECT g , AF ( y ) FROM t b l
WHERE x BETWEEN low AND high
GROUP BY g
For the density estimation tasks, the input features are the word
embedding format of the 𝑔 values, coined𝑊𝐸 (𝑔) (which will be
introduced in Section 3.4), and the corresponding labels are x. The
MDN density estimator aims to predict the distribution of x for all
groups. For regression tasks, the input features are [𝑊𝐸 (𝑔), x], and
the corresponding labels are 𝑦. The task of MDN regression is to
predict the average value of 𝑦 for a given group 𝑔 and x. Figure 3
summarizes the input features and labels for training MDNs. In
general, the output of MDNmodels is a mixture of Gaussians which
can model the distribution of values of the dependent variable(s)
(e.g., 𝑦) given the values of independent variables (e.g. 𝑥 and 𝑔). The
central hyper-parameter in MDNs is the number of Gaussians used.
And grid search is used to find the optimal number of Gaussians

























Figure 3: Input features and labels for training MDNs
3.4 Word Embeddings
In ML, dealing with categorical (nominal) variables is always chal-
lenging. Some of the ML algorithms can easily deal with categorical
variables such as Decision Tree algorithms [36] and Association
Rule Mining methods [1], but many modern ML methods based on
NNs can only operate on numerical/continuous data. This means
those variables must be converted to such a form. One-hot, binary,
dummy variable or integer(ordinal) encoding methods are usually
used for this aim. These methods map categorical values into arrays
of 0 and 1s, and since the output is numerical, they can be used
in all ML methods. Nonetheless, none of the mentioned encoding
approaches can assign a meaning into output values. For example,
a binary encoding for "red" and "blue" cannot give us informa-
tion about how similar these colors are. To capture the meaningful
encoding for categorical values, mostly, embedding approaches
are used. Once a meaningful vector representation for each single
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categorical value was learned, it could significantly improve the
accuracy of the models.
There are many embedding approaches like [9], [27] and [14],
but Skip_Gram [31] have been highly successful because of the deep
linguistic theory behind it. In this paper also, the Skip_Gram model
is used to transform group-attribute values and other categorical
attributes into a real valued vector representation. As categorical
attributes have no meaningful distance between successive values
(ie city="Toronto" vs city="New York"), learning a relationship be-
tween a categorical independent variable and a dependent one is
very difficult. Using word embedding introduces such a meaningful
distance between different independent categorical-attribute val-
ues (e.g., 𝑔, 𝑥) so that learning 𝑃 (𝑦 |𝑔, 𝑥) becomes easier and more
accurate.
For instance, Figure 4(a) shows the salary information of employ-
ees in different cities. Toronto and New York share more common
salaries (40-45k in this example) than Toronto and a small town.
Therefore the embedding vectors for Toronto and New York will
be similar, whereas for Toronto and small towns their distance in








Salary 40k-45k City Toronto
Salary 35-40k City Toronto
Salary 40-45k City New York
… …
Salary 20k-25k City Small Town
(a) Raw Data (b) Processed Data
Figure 4: Data Pre-processing for Word Embeddings.
To use word embedding approaches in our solution, we need to
prepare the training data in the same way NLP methods work. For
our task, instead of dealing with sentences in a document, we have
rows in a table. When preparing the training data, instead of creat-
ing a dataset of pairs of words that come together in the sentences,
we create the dataset with the pairs of categorical-attribute values
that come together in a row of the table. For example, for a row
like ("London","red","Laptop"), to learn the embedding for the first
attribute (City names), we create two training data pairs like ("Lon-
don","red") and ("London","Laptop"). These pairs are given to the
Skip Gram model which tries to find similar vector representations
for cities that have common pairs. To create the training pairs, we
only use the attributes that are involved in the query. If the involved
attributes are not categorical, we discretize them first. Furthermore,
it is possible that a distinct value exists in two different attributes,
so to avoid pushing wrong information to the Skip Gram model, we
add a prefix for each distinct value in the attributes. For example,
if the name of the attribute is "City" and the value is "London", we
instead use ”𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑛”.
The key hyper-parameter for word embeddings is the size of the
embedding vector. Grid search is used to find the optimal vector
size with respect to accuracy.
3.5 Updatability
DBEst++ supports data updates - here we discuss insertions of new
data that was not seen when building the model. This is challenging
because in the end DBEst++ must maintain all info it has gleaned
from ‘old’ data, while also learning to incorporate the new data in
its knowledge.
We sketch and compare two naive approaches: (a) Only fre-
quency tables (FTs) are updated; (b) both frequency tables and the
MDN models are updated. The general scheme of the experiment
is described as follows: Firstly, a base model is trained, as discussed
in the previous sections. Subsequently (batches of) new data items
arrive. When new batches of data arrive, we aim to handle these
updates with minor changes to the model.
In the first method, we only update the frequency tables and
predictions are made based on the previously learned MDNs. In the
second approach, we also update the MDNs by re-using the weights
from a previous state (e.g., the old original model) and retrain the
model using the new batch of data. Our first approach basically
evaluates the generalization of the MDN model to unseen data.
After updating the FTs, the model relies on the generalization of
MDNs to produce approximate answers for queries now involving
unseen data. Although this method is fast and easy to implement,
it disregards the major part of information that are introduced in
the new data.
The second approach, on the other hand, avoids missing any
new knowledge by retraining the MDN model on the new data
batches. This is achieved as follows. The weights of the old MDN
are retained and copied into a new MDN structure. Then the new
data items in the batch are feed-forwarded to the new MDN, which
adjusts its weights accordingly using back propagation.
However, this approach may suffer from the problem of "cata-
strophic forgetting". In other words, while we fine-tune the MDN
network on the new data, the new MDN fits the new distribution
and forgets the knowledge that has been acquired previously. Most
previous works [15, 24, 35] that address this problem require major
efforts that sometimes also include the deformation of the architec-
ture.
For our task we have achieved highly promising results with a
rather simple idea: while updating the MDN model on new data
batches, the learning rate used for learning from each new batch is
kept smaller. The insight behind this idea is that the smaller learning
rate, create finer changes in the model’s weights. Therefore, the
model does not drastically forget the previous knowledge. At the
same time, it learns from the new batches of data. The detailed
results are provided in Section 4.
4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
All code, datasets, and query workloads used in the following exper-
iments can be found at: https://github.com/qingzma/DBEst_MDN.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We have evaluated DBEst++ using column sets from queries in
TPC-DS dataset [32]. We use scaling factors 10, 100 and 1000 to pro-
duce three versions of the dataset, with sizes of 10GB, 100GB and
1TB, respectively. Firstly, comparisons are made between DBEst++
and universal approaches: Namely, a learned approach, DeepDB,
and a sampling-based one, VerdictDB. We compare space over-
heads, accuracy (relative error), and query response times. As the
DeepDB code did not support TPC-DS, we had several interactions
with the DeepDB authors and used their suggestions to properly
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tune DeepDB for this setting. To evaluate how well the DBEst++
models work as lightweight models, we also compare against a
“compact” version of DeepDB, whereby it is trained only over the
same columns as DBEst++. We further demonstrate the embarrass-
ingly parallelizable nature of DBEst++, using parallel inference. We
also evaluate DBEst++ with a real-world dataset, the Flights dataset,
1, which was also used in the DeepDB paper. IDEBench [11] is used
to scale up this dataset to contain 1 billion tuples.
In addition, we report on our experiments and results regarding
the following key issues with respect to DBEst++ (and, actually,
any machine-learning-based method for AQP): Namely, (i) the per-
formance/sensitivity of the models with respect high-cardinality
categorical attributes, (ii) the impact to accuracy that the embed-
ding model within DBEst++ have on accuracy, (iii) the accuracy
performance of the approach that DBEst++ adopts for updatability,
and (iv) the performance of the parallel version ofDBEst++ on query
response times.
Hyper-parameter tuning for the DBEst++ models was as follows.
For the MDNs, we used values between 5 and 20 for the number
of Gaussians. For embedddings we used Word2Vec (from the gen-
sim package 2) to train Skip_Gram models with vector size values
varying between 15 and 35.
4.2 TPC-DS Dataset
For fairness, DBEst++ and DeepDB use the same samples (from the
original dataset) to build their models. Then, 30 queries are ran-
domly generated, covering COUNT, SUM and AVG in equal portions
and containing GROUP BY and different selections operators.




























Figure 5: Relative Error for SUM / COUNT / AVERAGE
Queries over the TPC-DS Dataset (SF=10)
4.2.1 Universal Models. Figure 5 summarizes the average relative
errors of DBEst++, universal DeepDB and VerdictDB for COUNT,
SUM and AVG queries. The relative error of VerdictDB is around 2%
for all aggregate queries, and is the highest among all. DeepDB
has similar accuracy as VerdictDB for COUNT and SUM queries. For
AVG queries, DeepDB achieves the least error (0.12%). The relative
error of DBEst++ is much smaller than that obtained by DeepDB
or VerdictDB for COUNT and SUM queries. And the overall relative
error by DBEst++is only 1.09%!
The same experiment is repeated for TPC-DSwith scaling factors
(SFs) equal to 100 and 1000. Relative errors for COUNT and SUM are
1https://www.kaggle.com/usdot/flight-delays
2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
































































Figure 7: Scalability for SUM Queries Varying SF
Figure 8 shows the corresponding query response times. Ver-
dictDB requires 1 order of magnitude longer time than model-based
AQP engines. This shows the strength of models for fast query
processing. Query response times of DBEst++ are slightly lower
than those for DeepDB. Both DBEst++ and DeepDB require less
than ca. 400ms (even for SF=1000) to respond to all queries. DBEst++
outperforms DeepDB by a factor of ca. 25% to 40%.
As DBEst++ is put forth also as a "light" learned-AQP approach,
we now turn our attention to required memory space for the var-
ious approaches. So, space-wise, as shown in Figure 9, DBEst++
achieves ca. 3 orders of magnitude savings compared to DeepDB or
VerdictDB! Interestingly, universal DeepDB requires even higher
space overheads than VerdictDB.
4.2.2 Compact Models. Figure 10 corresponds to Figure 5, showing
the relative errors for COUNT, SUM and AVG queries over the TPC-
DS dataset with SF=10. Figure 11 corresponds to Figures 6 and 7,
demonstrating the overall accuracy of DBEst++ and DeepDB for
the TPC-DS dataset, and as the dataset scales up. Clearly, DBEst++
achieves higher overall accuracy than DeepDB. It is interesting
to note that when switching from universal DeepDB to compact

































Figure 8: Comparison of Query Response Times for Queries































Figure 9: Comparison of Space Overhead for Queries over
the TPC-DS Dataset
DeepDB, we see a reduction in relative error. Take TPC-DS with
SF=10 as an example: the relative error for COUNT obtained by uni-
versal DeepDB is 2.13% (see Figure 6). The corresponding relative
error obtained by compact DeepDB is 1.84% (see Figure 10). This
shows that building a universal model for all types of queries may
lead to higher errors.
Figure 12 compares the space overheads between DBEst++ and
compact DeepDB. As compact DeepDB is trained over relevant
columns only, the size of RSPNs reduces significantly (compared
against that of universal DeepDB). Despite this reduction, DBEst++
still outperforms with respect to space overheads by about 1 order
of magnitude. This testifies that the DBEst++ approach which inte-
grates embeddings plus the two MDNs truly delivers in all fronts.
4.3 Flights Dataset
We now further evaluate the performance of the above approaches
using the Flights dataset, which was also used in the DeepDB paper.
9 queries covering COUNT, SUM and AVG are taken from the DeepDB
paper and are used here. Samples of size 1m and 5m are used to
train models for DBEst++ and universal DeepDB.




























Figure 10: Accuracy comparison for Compact Models for




























Figure 11: Comparison of Overall Relative Error for Queries


























Figure 12: Space Overheads for Queries over the TPC-DS
Dataset.
Figure 13 shows the relative errors for the Flights dataset. This
dataset is much simpler and easier to achieve great performance
than TPC-DS. We include it here only in order to have a com-
mon test dataset to compare against DeepDB. Both DBEst++ and
DeepDB enjoy extremely high accuracy. For instance, if the 5m sam-
ple is used, the overall relative error is below 0.5% for DBEst++ and
DeepDB. As the sample size increases from 1 million to 5 million,
we see a reduction in relative errors for DBEst++ and DeepDB.
Learned ApproximateQuery Processing:


















































Figure 14: Space Overheads for Queries over the Flights
Dataset
Figure 14 compares the space overheads between DBEst++ and
DeepDB. Again, we see a big difference in space overheads be-
tween DBEst++ and DeepDB. For instance, if the 5m sample is used,
DBEst++ requires 35 kilobytes, while DeepDB needs 4.3 megabytes.
This represents more than 2 orders of magnitude savings in memory
footprint.
4.4 Impact of Word Embedding
Section 3.4 introduced word embeddings within DBEst++ for cate-
gorical attributes, and explained the rationale and intuition under-
pinning its utilization and expected improvements over other the
traditional techniques, such as one-hot encoding and binary encod-
ing for inputing data to neural networks. We expected that word
embeddings would group together "similar" items in the embedded
space. Similarity here refers to the values of attributes among dif-
ferent rows. (Therefore, the model’s accuracy is improved.) Using
only a one-hot or binary encoding would fail to capture such latent
relationships between items as they would be transformed into an
orthogonal representation in another dimension.
We conduct the same experiments as in Section 4.2. Instead of
using word embeddings, one-hot encoding or binary encoding is
used to input categorical attributes into the MDNs. This would
reveal the gains due to embeddings.
Figures 15 and 16 summarize the relative error of DBEst++ for
queries over the TPC-DS dataset using one-hot and binary encod-
ing, and word embedding. Take COUNT queries as an example, as
shown in Figure 15. For scaling factor equal to 10, the relative er-
ror is 3.26% (3.73%) if binary (one-hot) encoding is used. We see a
significant decrease in relative error if word embedding is used –
the corresponding relative error is only 1.49%. The same conclu-
sion holds for the TPC-DS dataset with various scaling factors and
SUM, AVG queries. Also, it is worthwhile to note that we do not





























Figure 15: Comparison of Relative Error BetweenWord Em-





























Figure 16: Comparison of Relative Error BetweenWord Em-
bedding, One-hot and Binary Encoding for SUM Queries.
encoding requires much larger memory and is not ideal for large
groups.
4.5 Sensitivity to Attribute Cardinality
It is known that sample-based AQP solutions (like VerdictDB) are
challenged for GROUP BY queries with a large number of groups.
There must be enough representative points per group to guarantee
high accuracy. As a consequence, the sample size must be greatly
increased to achieve good accuracy. Expert readers will also know
that even ML-based approaches struggle with high-cardinality cat-
egorical attributes. Here, we compare the performance of DBEst++,
DeepDB and VerdictDB for 30 GROUP BY queries with the following
query template:
SELECT s s _ s t o r e _ s k , s s _ qu an t i t y , AF ( s s _ s a l e s _ p r i c e )
FROM s t o r e _ s a l e s
WHERE s s _ s o l d _ d a t e _ s k BETWEEN low AND high
GROUP BY s s _ s t o r e _ s k , s s _ q u a n t i t y
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where the aggregate function (AF) is COUNT, SUM or AVG, and the
range predicate is randomly generated within the space domain.
Here, the TPC_DS dataset is scaled up with SF=1000, resulting in
2.8 billion tuples and the grouping attribute has more than 50,000
distinct values (groups). The sample size ranges from 2.5m to 30m.












































Figure 17: Comparison of Sensitivity on Large Groups for
COUNT Queries.











































Figure 18: Comparison of Sensitivity on Large Groups for
SUM Queries.
Figures 17 and 18 show the effect of sample size on relative error
for DBEst++, DeepDB and VerdictDB. Take COUNT queries as an
example, as shown in Figure 17. With a sample of size 2.5m, Ver-
dictDB’s relative error (27.23%) is unacceptably high. The relative
error for DBEst++ and DeepDB is 11.90% and 5.47%, respectively.
This substantiates the intuition that the sample-based AQP engine
VerdictDB performs worse for large groups. However, note that
also the accuracy of DBEst++ is poor. On the other hand, the error
of DeepDB is better for small sample sizes. However, note that this
error, albeit better for small sample sizes, it is still very high (ap-
proximately 5%). And, unfortunately, it is stable even for increasing
sample sizes. As the sample size increases, the error of DBEst++ and
VerdictDB decreases.
As the sample size increases to more than 20m, DBEst++ over-
takes DeepDB and becomes the most accurate AQP solution for
large groups. The same conclusion holds for SUM queries.
By default, DBEst++ uses the frequency table (FT) obtained from
the samples to scale up the predictions (see eq. (1)). When sample
sizes are smaller, as shown in Figures 17 and 18, DBEst++ has a
higher error, largely caused by the inaccuracy of estimating the
frequency table from the samples. So we set out to see the effect of
this scaling up error, computing the exact frequency table statistics
- which only requires one COUNT/Group BY query beforehand
to compute. Use the exact frequency table to scale up the results
reported by the DBEst++ AQP engine, (marked as DBEst++ with FT)
are shown in Figures 17 and 18. Clearly, even for the small sample
of size 2.5m, DBEst++with FT achieves smaller relative error (5.19%)
than DeepDB(5.47%), or that of DBEst++ with estimated frequency
tables (11.90%) for COUNT queries. This is even better than DeepDB
trained over a 30m sample. As the sample size increases, the relative
error of DBEst++ with FT decreases slightly.
Overall, sample-based AQP solutions like VerdictDB do not deal
with large groups accurately. DeepDB achieves much better accu-
racy than VerdictDB. However, increasing the sample size does
not decrease the overall error. DBEst++, as a model-based AQP ap-
proach, provides the most accurate answer with its error improved
with larger samples. And also provide the smallest error even with
small samples with exact frequency statistics.
4.6 Updatability
In this subsection, we conduct experiments to study how well
DBEst++ performs when unseen-previously data is inserted into
the database. We use a 100-million-row store_sales table from the
TPC-DS dataset. The setup we use is similar to that used by DeepDB,
which showed how well it handles such updates (only for COUNT
queries).
Our experiments are conducted as follows: We split the 100-
million-row table into two partitions, P1 and P2: P1 has 90% of
the table (90m rows) as the original data from which the DBEst++
model will be created. P2 has 10% of the original table (10m rows).
P2 will be used as a pool from which to derive the new previously-
unseen data items to be inserted into the DB. As before, the DBEst++
models will be trained on a small sample (5m rows) of the original
data (90m rows). And updates/insertions will be ‘streaming’into
the system in batches. We generate 19 such batches. Each batch
contains 50k rows sampled (without-replacement) from partition
P2. We track the accuracy of DBEst++ estimations after each batch.



















Figure 19: Relative Error When FTs Are Updated Only.
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Figure 19 illustrates the mean relative error if only the FTs are
updated. At batch 0, we create the DBEst++model from a 5m sample
from P1. At batch 1, a new 50k batch arrives (a 50k sample without
replacement from P2). At this point we update the frequency tables
of DBEst++ and then re-calculate the error of the same queries.
This repeats for every new batch until batch 19. For COUNT queries,
the curve is a constant. This implies that the MDN density es-
timator generalizes nicely and can predict cardinalities without
performance degradation. Also, despite the unpredictable behavior
on new batches, for many batches (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, . . . ) the model can
make accurate predictions for SUM and AVG queries with small
performance degradation. With the first experiment, the only thing
that we capture from new data is the change of cardinality. Due to
the generalization of the model, DBEst++ enjoys good accuracy.
In the second experiment, we update the frequency tables and the
MDN models. Figure 20 shows the errors for this case. At batch 0 we
train DBEst++. At batch 1, a new batch of data arrives and we update
FTs and also update the MDN models. Updating the MDN models
in this case means that we maintain the weights of the previously-
built models at batch 0 (copying them to a new MDN network) and
feed-forward each of the new items in the 50k batch, which updates
the overall MDN weights to account for the new items. This repeats
for every new batch of data until batch 19. As shown in the figure,
the relative error gradually converges to another state (after 12
updates). This phenomenon is due to a well known in incremental
learning, known as "catastrophic forgetting".
















Figure 20: Relative ErrorWhen FTs andMDNs Are Updated.
To rectify this increased error we turn to using a smaller learn-
ing rate when we feed-forward the new items through the MDNs.
Figure 21 shows the results for this approach. Specifically, here
we set 𝐿𝑅_𝑛𝑒𝑤 to 𝐿𝑅_𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒/100 where 𝐿𝑅_𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the learning rate
we used to train the original model. (We chose to decrease it by
a factor of 100 as each batch size is 1/100 of the sample size with
which we trained the original models.) This figure illustrates the
ability of DBEst++ to deal with such data updates. It even shows
that accuracy improves with time. This can be intuitively explained
as the model sees increasingly more of the data after each batch.
In the following table, Table 1 we depict the time costs associated
with updating the DBEst++ models for the above experiments. As
we can see, DBEst++ can maintain high accuracy even when faced
with fairly large batches of new data insertions, while the overhead
to maintain such high accuracy is very small.
Table 1: Training time for updating the models to account
for a new batch of 50k unseen tuples
Method 1 Method 2 Method 2: Smaller lr
Training time (s) 2 44 46



















Figure 21: Fine-tuningModelsWith a Smaller Learning Rate
4.7 Parallel Inference
As mentioned, DBEst++ is embarrassingly parallelizable. This is
achieved by dividing the search space (e.g., the number of values of
a categorical/group attribute) into the number of available threads.
Currently, DeepDB does not support parallel inferencing and it is
not clear how to do this. We run 10 GROUP BY queries with more
than 50,000 groups, each from the TPC-DS data.














Figure 22 shows that query response time decreases linearly as
the degree of parallelism increases. For instance, it takes 13.38s
for DBEst++ to process such a query. If 20 cores are used, query
response time drops to 0.78s.
5 RELATEDWORK
Many research projects are ongoing to enhance the functionalities
of, or replace, RDBMSs by ML models. ML models are widely used
for approximate query processing [21, 29, 42], workload forecasting
[28], and database tuning [44, 46]. SageDB [25] aims to replace all
components in RDBMSs by ML models. Models could also be used
for exact query processing. For instance, the learned index [26]
predicts approximate locations for tuples, and adjacent pages are
also fetched during query processing.
With respect to AQP, there existmanywell-established approaches,
including online aggregation [19], data sketches [10] and sample-
based approaches [2, 34].The state-of-the-art AQP was up to very
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fairly recently dominated by sampling-based approaches. STRAT
[8] creates stratified samples to answer GROUP BY and HAVING
queries. BlinkDB [2] maintains uniform and stratified samples, and
a sample of specific size is automatically selected for fast query
processing with bounded errors. To create samples, STRAT consid-
ers combinations of all column pairs, BlinkDB makes samples over
popular column sets, while VerdictDB [34] relies on the user to pro-
vide such information. To guarantee high accuracy, large samples
are usually generated and maintained. This potentially increases
the space overheads, and the corresponding query response time is
still high.
More recently learned approaches for AQP emerged. Such efforts
include DBEst [29], DeepDB [21], deep generative models [43], etc.
and can achieve lower query response times and higher accuracy.
With respect to space overheads, models tend to be smaller than
samples. However, it is not always the case. For instance, DBEst
maintains a density estimator and a regressor for each group of a
grouping attribute. If the number of groups is very large, the size
of models can explode, limiting its appeal for many queries.
6 FUTUREWORK
Our current plans for future work include the following. First, sup-
port for updating ML models for AQP need further investigation.
Currently, only insertion operations has been supported and tested.
Support deletion operations (in addition to insertions) and with-
out forgetting the past DB state creates interesting and difficult
challenges, as neural networks have not been designed for such
contexts.
Additionally, it is worth pursuing more elaborate approaches for
avoiding catastrophic forgetting, while enabling learning from new
data. This is expected to be a formidable undertaking when new
data comes from significantly different underlying distributions.
Methods for concept drift detection may come in handy for this
task. Similarly for methods for fusing old and new models.
An interesting challenge comes from investigate what error guar-
antees can be provided for learned AQP engines. As DBEst++ rests
on regression as its underpinning driver, prediction intervals as
they have been employed within various regression models may
prove beneficial.
Finally, our experience is that many learned approaches strug-
gle with large-cardinality categorical attributes. The latter tend to
adversely impact the sizes of models and/or their accuracy and
training times. Hence, more research is warranted to address these
challenges.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have argued for light learned AQP engines and
introduced the DBEst++ AQP engine. At its essence, DBEst++ is
underpinned by a regression-inspired approach to estimating an-
swers to analytical queries, continuing in this respect the insights
of the original DBEst engine [29]. The new engine, DBEst++ puts
forth a novel learned AQP architecture comprised of models for
(i) word embedding, (ii) density estimation using MDNs, and (iii)
regression-based prediction for aggregation function/variable val-
ues using again MDNs. Experimental results show that DBEst++
achieves higher accuracy and shorter response time performance
than the current state of the art sampling-based and learned ap-
proaches. At the same time it comes with dramatically reduced
memory footprints. Our results also show that DBEst++ maintains
high accuracy even under settings where the underlying datasets
are changing with time. Likewise, DBEst++ shows the best perfor-
mance for challenging cases, such as high-cardinality categorical
attributes. We hope this contribution will spark a discussion in our
community and a trend towards light AQP learned DB functionality
and their integration into DB engines.
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